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Unified Equivalent Circuit Model of Finite-Ground Microstrip Line Open-End Discontinuities Using MoM-SOC Technique Sheng SUN† , Nonmember and Lei ZHU†a) , Member



SUMMARY Finite-ground microstrip line (FGMSL) open-end discontinuities are characterized via a self-calibrated method of moments (MoM) as a unified circuit model with a fringing capacitance and radiation conductance. By integrating the short-open calibration (SOC) procedure into a determinant MoM, the model parameters are extracted without needing the alternative port impedance. Regardless of non-ideal voltage sources, extracted parameters are observed to achieve a stable convergence as the feeding line is suﬃciently extended. After extracted capacitance of a FGMSL open-end with equal strip and finite-ground widths are validated against its traditional MSL counterpart with infinite ground, extensive results are given to originally demonstrate that the capacitance increases as a decelerated function of the finite-ground width and length while the conductance is negligibly small as compared with its imaginary part. key words: finite-ground microstrip line, open-end discontinuity, equivalent circuit model, short-open calibration procedure, method of moments



1.



Introduction



Finite-ground microstrip line (FGMSL) was early studied in theory as a modified microstrip line (MSL) [1] and it has been recently gaining a potential application in exploration of high-performance hybrid microwave integrated circuits using the multilayered Silicon techniques [2], [3]. Due to an additional degree of freedom in its finite-ground width, this FGMSL has several attractive electrical features over the traditional MSL, i.e., high characteristic impedance [1], low transmission loss [2] and good electromagnetic (EM) isolation [3]. So far, research work has been limitedly carried out to investigate the transmission behavior of a uniform FGMSL [1], [2] and coupling performance of a parallelcoupled FGMSL. But, little work has been done to characterize a variety of FGMSL circuits and discontinuities with diﬀerent finite-ground dimensions. To meet this requirement, this work aims at quantitatively investigating the diverse finite-ground eﬀects in the FGMSL structures through an example of FGMSL open-end discontinuity. The microstrip line (MSL) open-end discontinuity with infinite ground plane has been extensively studied using the static and fullwave approaches [4]–[9]. In this work, a FGMSL open-end discontinuity with finite-ground width and length is characterized as its unified equivalent circuit model with a complex admittance by integrating the socalled short-open calibration (SOC) procedure [8] into the fullwave method of moments (MoM) [10], i.e., MoM-SOC Manuscript received November 25, 2003. The authors are with the School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, Nanyang Avenue, 639798 Singapore. a) E-mail: [email protected]



technique. In the past, this technique has been successfully applied to model various MSL circuits [8], [11], [12], coplanar stripline (CPS) circuits [13] and so on. In order to formulate a determinant MoM for modeling the FGMSL structure, the three possible delta-gap sources are at first introduced and described. After the numerical errors caused by these non-ideal excitations confirm to be calibrated out in our MoM-SOC, extensive results are derived to validate the extracted model parameters as compared with the available ones for the traditional MSL case and further quantitatively exhibit the actual eﬀects of finite-ground dimensions. 2.



MoM-SOC Modeling Technique



Figure 1(a) describes the cross section of a uniform FGMSL with unequal strip and finite-ground widths, w1 and w2 , at the upper and lower interfaces of a dielectric substrate. Figure 1(b) depicts the top view of the FGMSL open-end discontinuity to be considered, where the lower finite-ground is longitudinally extended beyond the upper strip by ∆L. By enforcing the boundary condition that the tangential electric field on the strip and ground conductors disappears, a set of coupled electric-field integral equations (EFIE) can be readily established to numerically solve the current density over the upper and lower conductors by applying the Galerkin’s technique. Similarly to [10], in order to formu-



(a) Cross section of uniform FGMSL



†



(b) Top view of FGMSL open-end Fig. 1 Physical layout of the finite-ground microstrip line (FGMSL) open-end discontinuity to be modeled.
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(a) Upper-source



(b) Lower-source



(c) Balanced-source Fig. 2 Schematic of the three delta-gap voltage sources with diﬀerent configurations for formulating the source-type MoM.



late a source-type MoM, a delta-gap voltage source backed by vertical electric wall needs to be introduced at the port away from the FGMSL open-end. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of the three possible source models, marked by upper-, lower- and balanced-source, in which the impressed voltage is inserted into the infinitesimal gap between the upper/lower conductor and electric wall, respectively. Of course, these source models are not exactly matched to the field distribution of the dominant mode at the port since they also excite many of the other unwanted higherorder modes. But, as the feeding line length (L) is suﬃciently enlarged, only the dominant mode can reach to the FGMSL open-end while the other modes eventually disappears due to their quick attenuation. For this reason, the whole FGMSL layout can be segmented into two distinct parts [8], [11]: FGMSL feeding line and open-end discontinuity. The former includes all the parasitic eﬀects caused by the non-ideal source models in the MoM, and it is usually called as the error box [8]. By applying the SOC technique as detailed in [8], [11]– [13], the electrical behavior of this error box can be independently evaluated via definition of two calibration standards, i.e., ideal FGMSL short- and open-end circuits in the consistent MoM platform. After this error box is calibrated out, the latter core FGMSL open-end can be eﬀectively deembedded or extracted, and it can be perceived as a unified equivalent circuit model with a fringing capacitance (Coc ) and radiation-caused conductance (G L ) [8]. 3.



Results and Discussions



In order to assure that the above numerical error is calibrated out in our MoM-SOC, the FGMSL open-end capacitances (Coc ) are extracted under the three diﬀerent excitation sources as described in Fig. 2 and they are plotted together



Fig. 3 Extracted FGMSL open-end capacitance via feeding line lengths using the MoM-SOC under three diﬀerent source configurations as in Fig. 2.



Fig. 4 Comparison among extracted capacitances (Coc ) of an FGMSL open-end and its traditional MSL counterpart from static and fullwave algorithms.



in Fig. 3 as a function of the feeding line length (L). From Fig. 3, we can find that regardless of diﬀerent source models, the extracted Coc persistently and stably converge to the same value as L increases. Of them, the balanced-source model is observed to achieve the fastest numerical convergence versus L and this result can be interpreted that its excited field distribution at the source port is much closer to that of the dominant mode in the FGMSL rather than the two others. As a result, this balanced model is utilized for the numerical implementation. To evidently validate our extracted results, the FGMSL open-end discontinuity with equal upper strip and low finiteground widths, i.e., w1 = w2 = w, is modeled here and the relevant normalized capacitance (C oc /w) is plotted in Fig. 4 together with those of its traditional MSL counterpart with
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Herein, BL rises up as a linear function of the frequency for all the listed cases, thereby indicating the static performance of a fringing capacitance (Coc ) as discussed above. As w2 is widened, its frequency-related slope or Coc increases quickly first and then slowly. Meanwhile, G L is found negligibly small over the frequency range of 2.0 to 5.0 GHz. Next, both strip and ground widths are kept unchanged, i.e., w1 = 0.6 mm and w2 = 1.8 mm, while the excess finite-ground length (∆L) beyond the open-end location is gradually extended. The relevant results are plotted in Fig. 5(b) and they demonstrate that BL goes up with ∆L in a decelerated manner and eventually converge to the unchanged straight line as ∆L is enlarged beyond 8.0 mm. As observed in Fig. 5(b), G L is still kept close to zero. (a) Finite-ground widths (w2 )



4.



Conclusion



In this work, the MoM-SOC technique is extended to fullwave characterization of a generalized finite-ground microstrip line (FGMSL) open-end discontinuity with diﬀerent configurations and further parametric extraction of its unified equivalent circuit model. After the error term in the determinant MoM is calibrated out and the extracted model parameter is confirmed with respect to the published ones, extensive results are provided to investigate its dynamic circuit model parameters without any hypothesis in theory. It is exhibited here that the FGMSL open-end discontinuity can still be modeled as a simple static fringing capacitance and its value increases as the finite-ground dimension is enlarged. References (b) Finite-ground lengths (∆L) Fig. 5 Extracted admittance YL = G L + jBL of FGMSL open-end discontinuities with diﬀerent dimensions.



infinite ground plane. Due to its geometrical symmetry with respect to the horizontal central plane of the substrate, half an FGMSL structure is the exactly same as its corresponding MSL one with the half thickness. From Fig. 4, the extracted FGMSL Coc /w is found about 25.2 pF/m for h = 1.27 mm and thus its double value represents that of the MSL open-end with half a thickness, i.e., h = 0.635 mm. As a result, the latter one can be directly compared with those obtained from the static approach [4] and the MoM-SOC [8] for the case of infinite ground plane and it is found in good agreement with them as illustrated in Fig. 4. Now, we move to investigate the eﬀects of finiteground dimension on the FGMSL open-end discontinuity via extracted equivalent complex admittance, YL = G L + jBL , where BL = ωCoc is the fringing susceptance. Figure 5(a) illustrates these two parameters versus diﬀerent ground widths (w2 ) for a FGMSL open-end with the fixed strip width (w1 = 0.6 mm) and extended length (∆L = 0 mm).
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